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Abstract: A non-uniform probability, stratified access point creel survey was conducted on
Harris Lake to estimate annual fishing effort, catch, and harvest. Creel clerks conducted 6,467
interviews from 1 July 1997 to 30 June .1998. The estimated total fishing effort was 188,948
hours or I 18 hours/ha. Largemouth bass (Micropterits sahnoides) fishing accounted for 67% of
all fishing effort at Harris Lake. Crappie fishing (17%) was a distant second in popularity.
Harvest rates by number and weight were highest for black crappie (Pomoxis nigromactlatus)
(51,547 fish. 7,478 kg). Catch rates (fish/hour or CPUE) were 0.29 for largemouth bass, 2.46 for
crappie, and 3.26 for bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus). Channel catfish (Ictahlurits punctatuts)
contributed little to the fishery. Despite the intensive effort and catch statistics comparable to
other piedmont reservoirs, 76.2% of anglers reported their fishing trip success as fair to poor.
Mvlost anglers (78%) felt boating access was adequate but a majority (75%) also thought the lake
was at least occasionally too crowded. Only 10% of the anglers reported vegetation was a
problem in the lake. We estimated anglers spent approximately $1,240,000 fishing Harris Lake
during the creel period and expressed a willingness to spend an additional $1,010,000 for the
same experience.

Harris Lake is a 1,600-ha impoundment of White Oak Creek, a tributary of the Cape Fear
River. located 35-kim southwest of Raleigh, North Carolina. It is owned by Carolina Power and
Light Company (CP&L) and operated as a cooling water source for a nuclear powered electric
generating facility. The shoreline is undeveloped and boating access is restricted to 2 North
Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission (WRC) boat ramps.

Shoreline electrofishing and rotenone samples done for several years following
impoundment described a fish population dominated by largemouth bass <350 mm and sunfish
(Lepomis spp.) >150 mm (CP&L 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986). Black crappie, largemouth
bass, and bluegill were the most sought after species in a creel survey conducted in 1984 (CP&L
1985). Bluegill was the most commonly harvested species. Few largemouth bass caught
exceeded the 356-mm minimum size limit and anglers were unwilling to take advantage of the 2
fish creel exemption to the minimum size limit. The absence of largemouth bass >350 mm in the
population persisted beyond the 3 or 4 years normally required to grow fish to that length in
piedmont North Carolina (Van Horn et al. 1986). Largemouth bass electrofishing catch rates
and concurrent slow growth suggest crowding may have created unfavorable prey availability
conditions.

Subsequent shoreline electrofishing samples indicated the relative abundance of
largemouth bass >350 mm in the population increased through the early 1990s (WRC, unpubl.
data). The reservoir currently enjoys a reputation as a trophy fish location among largemouth
bass anglers. The reputation of the fishery may jeopardize the trophy fish resource if harvest
becomes sufficient to alter largemouth bass age and size distributions in the lake. Current
harvest information was needed to assess this risk.

Fall trap netting has been used to sample Harris Lake crappie since 1987 (WRC, unpubl.
data). Trap net catch rates of crappie were <3 fish per net night. Crappie growth rates (age 2 fish
are - 200-amm total length) suggest that available forage is high compared. to crappie population
density (Jones et al. 1994). Jones et al. suggested size and creel limits may be appropriate to
increase yield by delaying crappie mortality and to redistribute the harvest among anglers.
However, the authors cautioned that if crappie trap net catches are low because of sampling
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difficulties and not low fish densities, size and creel limits may be unnecessary or inappropriate.

Dense beds of hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata) present in Harris Lake may interfere with trap net

efficiency. An alternative crappie sampling technique was required to help make inferences

about crappie population density.

Channel catfish were stocked in the reservoir in 1985. Rotenone samples (CP&L 1990)

failed to detect any evidence of natural reproduction from the 1985 introduction. A second

introduction was made in 1995. Fish sampling conducted since then has failed to demonstrate

channel catfish reproduction; however, the sampling gears used (trap nets and shoreline.

electrofishing) may not effectively sample catfish. There has been no evaluation of the

contribution of the catfish introductions to the sport fishery.

The initial creel survey on Harris Lake followed impoundment by only 2 years. Fish

populations 2 years after impoundment change rapidly and are atypical of mature reservoir fish
populations. Trap netting and shoreline electrofishing samples indicate current fish populations
are quite different from. those present during the 1984 creel survey. The objective of this study
was to estimate current annual fishing effort, catch, and harvest at llrri. Lake. The creel also
gave investigators an opportunity to administer a questionnaire to identify socio-economic
characteristics of Harris Lake anglers and estimate angler trip expenses.

METHODS

A non-uniform probability, stratified access point creel survey was conducted on Harris
Lake beginning I July 1997 and extending through 30 June 1998. The survey was restricted to
boat anglers only. Two weekdays and 2 weekend days were randomly chosen and sampled in
each week (Monday through Sunday). Holidays falling on Friday or Monday were treated as
weekend clays. Sample days were divided into 2-segments, morning and afternoon. Each
segment was assigned a sampling probability of 0.5. Morning samples started 2 hours after
sunrise and were extended until midday. Afternoon samples began at midday and were
terminated 0.5 hours after sunset. Midday was calculated as the midpoint between 2 hours after
Sunrise and 0.5 hours after sunset. Sampling was conducted at I or the other of the 2 boating
access areas at Harris Lake, Holleman's Landing and Dam Site. We assigned a site sampling
probability of 0.66 to Dam Site and 0.33 to Holleman's Landing.

Daily workday segments and interview sites were randomly selected using the
predetermined sampling probabilities. The creel clerk began each work segment by filling out an
access area sample sheet (Fig. [). Boat anglers. were interviewed at the completion of their trips.
One interview sheet. Fig. 2) was completed for each angler party interviewed. Interviews
consisted of recorcling the number of anglers in the fishing party, hours fished, species targeted.
harvest/release data. plant safety information, angler opinion data, and economic information.
A record was made of the number of boat parties leaving the site without being interviewed,
differentiating between those that had Fished and non-anglers. Trailer counts were made at the
beginning of each workday segment, repeated at the top of each hour, and at the end of each
workday segment. The trailer counts adjusted for non-angling boaters were averaged to estimate
an instantaneous count for the workday segment.
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Crece statistics and associated proportional standard errors (PSEs) were estimated using a
modified version of software designed for the WRC by the North Carolina State University
Institute of Statistics. Categorical data (most of the opinion and preference information) were
summarized and expressed as percentages of total responses. Total trip expenditures (including
consumer surplus value) were calculated as mean trip value expanded by the estimated number of
trips (Malvestuto 1983).

RES ULTS

The numbers kept and released for species categories "redear sunfish" (Lepontis
inicrolophits) (27,878 and 3,241) and "other" (6,656 and 3,241) were characterized by high
proportional standard errors (PSEs > 0.20). The estimated tota harvest weights for categories
"redear sunfish" and "other" were 617 kg and 237 kg. The calculated weights per fish kept for
the 2 categories (total weight/total kept) were 22 g and 36 g. Because it is nonsensical to accept
that anglers caught and kept fish that small, we will only discuss largemouth bass, black crappie,
channel catfish, and bluegill data for the remainder of the report.

Creel clerks conducted 6,467 interviews. The estimated total fishing effort for the 12-
month creel survey period was .188,948 (PSE = 0.06) h or 118 h/ha. The average trip length was
5.1 hours. Anglers tarigeting largemouth bass accounted for 67% of all fishing effort at Harris
Lake (Table 1) followed by directed fishing effort for crappie (17%) and bluegill (15%).
Directed fishing for all lepomids combined, "bream" fishing, probably surpassed directed fishing
for crappie to the extent that redear sunfish and lepomids in the "other" category contributed
additional directed effort to that expended for bluegill. Directed effort for channel catfish was
very low (<1% total effort). Consistent with the emphasis on largemouth bass fishing, 74.3% of
anglers fished with artificial lures, 18. I % used live bait and 7.6% fished with both types of bait.

Total harvest by number and weight were highest for black crappie (Table 1). Bluegill
were the second most.harvested fish by number (27,588). Again, it seems possible that fishing
for all lepomids combined might have produced the highest harvest by number of individuals.
Largemouth bass were the second most harvested fish by weight (5,631 kg). Bluegill anglers had
the highest catch rates (CPUE expressed as the number of fish caught per hour fishing). Directed
fishing for largemouth bass and channel catfish produced the lowest catch rates.

Twenty six percent of the interviewed anglers reported making at least I fishing trip on
Harris Lake at night. Anglers affirming they fished at night reported averaging 10 night trips per
year on Harris Lake. Among anglers responding in the affirmative, 69.8% were fishing for
largemouth bass and 16.7% were fishing for crappie when interviewed.

The large majority of anglers reported their fishing trip success as fair to poor (Table 2).
This also was true of anglers targeting largemouth bass and crappie.

The majority of anglers (78.3%) agreed that there were sufficient access areas on the lake
for fishing activity. However, approximately 60% of the anglers thought it occasionally took too
long to launch their boats (Fig. 3). Another 75% thought the lake was at least Occasionally too
crowded (Fig. 4).

Virtually all respondents (96.6%) were aware of the Carolina Power and Light
Company's Emergency Response Notification Sign. Respondents indicated that on average it



would take 7.1 minutes to trailer their boat and leave the area. The range of responses was from
I to 55 minutes. Only 9.6% of the anglers reported vegetation was a problem in the lake.

Respondents estimated their mean trip cost at $33.47 and indicated they would continue
to fish the lake until the average cost of the trip reached $60.79. Expanded by the estimated trip
numbers, anglers spent an estimated $1.24 million fishing Harris Lake during the creel period.
They were willing to spend an additional $ 1.01 million.

DISCUSSION

Harris Lake is heavily fished compared to other piedmont reservoirs. Creel surveys
completed in North Carolina's piedmont region since 1993 indicate fishing effort at Harris is
comparable to effort at Lake Wylie and nearly twice the effort estimated at lakes Norman and
Gaston (Table 3). All of the lakes except. Gaston are found near major population centers and
Gaston is within an hour and a half travel time from metropolitan Raleigh/Durham, North
Carolina, and Richmond, Virginia. Anglers fishing each of the lakes have easy access to nearby
reservoirs.

Most of the fishing pressure at Harris Lake was directed at largemouth bass. It is the
highest estimated directed effort for largemouth bass among the 4 lakes reported for comparisons
(Table 3). The bass fishery gets national attention from several major fishing magazines.

Bass fishing success (CPUE) at Harris Lake was 0.29 fish/hour (PSE = 0.06). The more
successful largemouth bass tournament catch rates from reservoirs reported by Van Horn and
Finke (1995) had catch rates >0.20 fish/hour (total length > 35 cm). The Harris Lake catch rate
includes both legal and sublegal fish, but electrofishing based. largemouth bass size distributions
collected a few years before the creel are characterized by large numbers of fish above the legal
minimum size limit. In a shoreline electrofishing sample conducted at Harris Lake in 1995, 61%
of the 436 largemouth bass >200 mm were >350 mm (T. Wayne Jones, WRC, unpubl.).

Catch and release is practiced extensively by Harris Lake largemouth bass anglers (90%
release rate). The reported largemouth bass harvest (3.5 fish/ha/year) should not have a negative
effect. on the average size of a creeled largemouth bass in Harris Lake.

The directed effort for crappie at Harris Lake, expressed as a percentage of total effort, is
similarto that observed at lakes Norman and Wylie (Table 3). There was very little directed
effort for crappie at Gaston Lake. Crappie anglers caught 2.46 crappie/hour at Harris Lake. The
comparable catch rate for Lake Norman was 1.77 crappie/hour. There are no catch rate data for
crappie from Lake Wylie but the harvest rate in 1994 was 1.58 fish per hour. The effort and
catch statistics suggest that the low trap net catches for crappie in Harris Lake reported by Jones
(WRC, unpubl. data) were not indicative of poor crappie populations. A subsequent shift to
larger mesh trap nets produced significantly higher crappie catches. The higher trap net catch
rates and crappie angler success documented by the creel survey fail to support the hypothesis
that crappie abundance in Harris Lake is very low compared to other piedmont reservoirs (T.
Wayne Jones, NCWRC, unpubl.).

The creel revealed only a small fishery for channel catfish (Table 1). The result is
consistent with earlier trap net and electrofishing results suggesting the channel catfish
population in ihe lake is small. Channel catfish stocking has not resulted in establishing a



reproducing channel catfish population or a substantive put-grow-and-take fishery. Anecdotal
evidence from discussions with creel clerks suggests no juvenile channel catfish were observed
during the interview process and strengthens the hypothesis that channel catfish recruitment in
Harris Lake is poor.

Catfishing is often associated with night fishing. The creel survey was not conducted at
night. However, 25% of our interviewed parties indicated they did fish the lake at night and
averaged 10 night trips per year per party. The majority of anglers indicating they do fish at night
were fishing for largemouth bass (70%) or crappie (17%) when they were interviewed. We
recognize anglers may fish for bass during the day and catfish at night, but suspect that most of
the night fishing on Harris Lake is probably directed at largemouth bass and crappie.

The apparent high quality of the reservoir fishery, particularly for largemouth bass. was
not reflected in the trip satisfaction ratings we collected (Table 2). Nearly half of all anglers
interviewed described their trips as. poor. Bass anglers were highly critical of a fishery with a
national reputation for quality. Crappie fishermen showed only a slightly higher approval rating
for a fishery that agency biologists originally believed might benefit from protective regulations
because of good crappie growth, condition, and size distributions but low population density.
The results suggest managers might need to use caution when using trip satisfaction as an
indicator of fish population quality.

We can only speculate that expectations of success among bass anglers, inflated by a
previous experience or media descriptions of the lake's fishery, may be so high as to be virtually
unattainable for most anglers and most trips. Trip ratings among crappie anglers may be more
reflective of the quality of the crappie population, but still seem unusually low. In a mail survey
of licensed anglers, the majority of reservoir anglers rated their success as fair to excellent (Finke
and Van Horn 1993). It is also possible that anglers felt providing a higher trip satisfaction rating
might limit the chances that additional resources would be spent to make improvements in their
fishery.

High fishing pressure did not appear to interfere consistently with angler access to Harris
Lake. Most anglers thought access was adequate. However, most anglers also thought crowding
was occasionally a problem affecting their use of the boating access areas and the lake.

Aquatic vegetation is viewed by many resource users from a variety of perspectives.
Traditionally, property owners along the shoreline and facility managers on a lake (power
production and water supply, for example) are likely to view aquatic vegetation as a potential
nuisance while anglers may embrace aquatic vegetation as desirable fish habitat. Anglers in our
survey were consistent with this pattern. The number of anglers perceiving aquatic plants as a
nuisance may go up when plant infestations limit fishing opportunities on more of the lake.
There is no evidence in this survey to suggest aquatic plant control is limiting fishing
opportu ni ties.

Virtually all anglers were aware of the Emergency Response Notification sign posted by
CP&L. A rough estimate of the amount of time needed to clear the parking lot under emergency
conditions if all boats were in the water at the 2 access areas could be calculated by dividing the
number of trailers in the parking areas by the number of ramps and multiplying by the expressed
average time to retrieve a boat from the water. The stated times seem optimistic to the authors.
A time study observing actual boat retrievals should provide a better planning tool.
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Finally, creel survey participants reported spending an average of $33.47 per fishing trip.

The cost did not involve depreciating their boats or other equipment. Expanding the value per

trip by the estimated number of trips produces a conservative estimate of the value of the fishery

to t'he local economy of $1.24 million for the year. The number is comparable to similar

estimates recently made for lakes Norman and Wylie (Table 3). However, Harris Lake is smaller

by a factor of 8 than the largest of these reservoirs, indicating a higher value per unit area. The

willingness expressed by anglers t6pay an additional $1.01 million for the same fishing
experience (surplus value) suggests that the potential economic value of the lake to the local

econorny is $2.25 million.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Do not change current largemouth bass creel and size regulations.
2. The need to regulate crappie harvest at Harris Lake should not be based on previously

collected trap net catch rates.
3. Channel catfish stocking decisions should be addressed in a WRC Harris Lake fishery

management plan. A decision to manage the reservoir for channel catfish will require
identifying and correcting the causes of poor year class production or a much heavier
commitment to channel catfish stocking.

4. Heavy fishing pressure and the perception among anglers that access is adequate would
suggest access monies. should not be spent on putting in additional access sites, but used to

improve existing access facilities.
5. Aquatic vegetation removal should not be a fisheries management priority.
6. Evaluate creel survey based "poor, fair, good, and excellent" trip satisfaction questions as a

reliable measure of actual angler satisfaction with the object fishery.
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Table I. Estimates and proportional standard errors (PSE) of number and weight (kg) of fish
kept, number released, and directed effort (hours), and catch/hr (CPUE), by species
from the Harris Lake creel survey, 1997 - 1998.

Total. Kept Total Released Total Kept Directed Effort Only
Species Number PSE Number PSE Kg. PSE Hours PSE CPUE
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Largemouth bass

Black crappie

Bluegill

Channel catfish

5,876

51,547

27,588

988

0.09

0.1.3

0.19

0.20

55,010 0.08

42,147 0.16

30,509 0.12

1,048 0.20

5,631

7,478

2,854

735

0.10

0.13

0.26

0.16

127,570

32,727

11,458

1,497

0.06

0.14

0.20

0.14

0.29

2.46

3.26

0.27

Table 2. Angler trip satisfaction expressed as a percentage
(%) of respondents.

All Largemouth Crappie
anglers bass anglers anglers

Excellent 5 4 6

Good 19 18 22

Fair 25 24 25

Poor 51 54 47

Table 3. A comparison of estimated effort and economic valuations for fisheries from 4
reservoirs as determined by creel surveys.

Reservoir/ Total effort Directed effort (% total) Total trip Surplus
Year (hours/lia) LargemouIth bass Crappie expenditures ($) value (S)
Harris 1997 118 67 17 1,242,463 1,014,156
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Gaston 1997'

Norman 19 93b

Wylie 1994'

Wylie 1995'

53

50

120

60

32

46

45

I

27

20

19

1,598,640

1,555,345

1,273,743

2,500,000

887,76391

Fishery Information Management Systems, 1998
b Duke Power Company, 1997

Christie and Stroud, 1996

Figure I. Harris Lake creel survey access point sample sheet, 1997-1998.

Harris Lake Creel Surey
Access Point Sample Sheet

Period
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Access Point
01 Holleman
02 Dam Site

Sample Number

Kind of day (Weekday 01,Weekend or Holiday02)

Date (month, clay, year)

Day Segment (AM, PM)

/* /

Instantaneous Counts
Count # 1 3 4 5 6 7

Time
Trailers

Non Interviewed Trips

Number Boats
Fishin,

Non Fishing
Boats

Total Number Fishing Boats Not Interviewed

Total Number Non Fishing Boats Not Interviewed
Figture 2. Harris Lake creel survey interview sheet, 1997-1998.

Harris Lake Creel Survey
Angler Interview Sheet

SAI\'JPLE INFORMATION

Interview Date / / Kind of Day, Weekday (01) _ __, Weekend (02) _ _

Period: Access Area: - - Sample #: - - - Interview #: AM/PM: __ __
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FISHING EFFORT

Number in Party Time Fished: __ Hrs.

Party Hours Fished: __ _I-rs. ___Mins.

SPECIES TARGETED

__Mins.

Species Fished For: Largernouth Bass Crappie Channel Catfish
Bluegill Redear (shellcracker) Other

HARVEST & RELEASE INFORMATION

Number Number Total
Kept Released Weight (Kg)

Largernouth bass LMB ..............

Black crappie BCR ...........

Channel catfish CC .................

B lueC ill BG .............................

R edear R S ...............................

O th er ...................................

Bait Used: Live -Artificial Combination Zip Code

Would you rate your fishing success today as: poor fair __ _good excellent

Figure 2. Continued.

$$ spent on this trip:

How much more would you be willing to spend over the total? __

Have you been interviewed here while fishing during the past month? Yes No

Ift YES do not till out any of the following questions. If No then proceed.
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I. Do you fish Harris at night? -Yes __ No If so at what frequency?

2. Did you see the emergency Response Notification Sign at the boat ramp? YES __ NO

3. Did you read and understand the information presented on the sign'? YES _ NO

4. If you were directed to clear the lake by Wake Co. Sheriffs Dept., about how long would it
take you to trailer your boat (assume boat at ramp) and exit the area (back onto paved road)?
Minutes

5. Is this lake: I = Usually too crowded
2 = Occasionally too crowded
3 = Never crowded

4 = Don't know/no opinion

6. Is the time that you typically have to wait before launching or accessing a fishing site:
I = Usually too long

= Occasionally too long
3 = Usually not a. problem
4 = Don't know/no opinion

7. Are the public access sites on this lake adecquate for your fishing activity? Yes No

8. Do you think vegetation is a problern in Harris Lake? Yes ___No

Figure 3. Responses of creel survey qluestionnaire respondents at Harris Lake when asked about
wait times for boat launching or accessing a fishing site.

60.0%/ ~

50.0% 46.1%

40.0%
31.1%

30.0% a

20.0% 13.9%
_ i] . 8.8%

10.0%

0.0% F I _

Usually too long Occasionally too Usually not a Don't know/no
long problem opinion
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Figure 4. Responses of creel survey questionnaire respondents at Harris Lake when asked about
crowding.

70.0%

60.0% 56.8%

50.0%

40.0%

30.0%
18.5%

20.0% 15.8%
8.9%

0.0%.

Usually too Occassionally Never crowded Don't know/no
crowded too crowded opinion


